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AN ERROR ESTIMATE FOR CONTINUED FRACTIONS

JOHN GILL

Abstract. New and improved truncation error bounds are derived for continued

fractions K(a„/1), where a„ -» 0. The geometrical approach is somewhat unusual

in that it involves both isometric circles and fixed points of bilinear transformations.

Continued fractions of the form

(1) ^     ^

where an e C, an # 0 for n > 1, and a„ -» a, are called limit periodic. In this paper

we shall obtain new and improved a priori error bounds for both the classical

continued fraction (1) and its modified form [2] in the case a = 0.

Recently obtained results in error analysis/acceleration by Thron and Waadeland

[6, 7] apply only in the case a ¥= 0, and the author's results along these lines [2]

require the sort of bounds described in the present paper.

(1) may be perceived as a composition of bilinear transformations in the following

way: Set tn(z) = an/(l + z) and Tn(z) = tx° • • * ° t„(z) for n > 1. The «th ap-

proximant of (1) is then Tn(0).

The isometric circle of t„(z) is defined as 7„ = (z: |z + 1| = )]\an\}, « > 1. By an

application of tn, distances outside 7„ are diminished, and those inside I„ are

increased [1]. tn operating on a circle exterior to In contracts the circle through an

inversion in 7„ and reflects and rotates the resulting circle. If t„ has an attractive

fixed point an, and an lies inside the original circle, it also lies inside the trans-

formed circle.

Let us assume that |arg(a„ + 1/4)| < 77 and Re(^a„ + 1/4 ) > 0. Then an =

-1/2 + ]Jan + 1/4 is the attractive fixed point of tn (i.e., /„ has two distinct fixed

points a„ and ßn and |a„| < \ßn\). We write

2 - A - 2A2„/A

for /i > 1.

A„= sup/|äj,       A = Ax,

2 - A
Pn =-;-TTT77 '    and    en = P« ■ sup am+  4
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With reference to (1) we have

Theorem. If

(0 a„ -» 0,
(ii) A < 2/3, and

(iii) supm^ „ | - \ + ]ja„, + i | < (1 - A)/Px, O 1 are satisfied,

then (1) converges to a value T, and

"   I    A      \2
\T„(p„) -T\< 2e„ fi    -, _"'       ,        n > 1, where p„ = 0 or/i„ = a„ + 1

(M-l \ * Em /

= |- 2   +  Vfln + 1  +   4   |-

Proof. The condition A < 2/3 implies >j\an\ < 1 for « > 1. Thus a = a = 0 lies

outside 7„ for « > 1. We seek disks Cn= {z: \z\ < R„) such that C„ + 1 C C„,

*„,(C„) £ C„ for m > «, C„ lies outside 7„, am lies inside C„ for m > n, and

Rad[ r„(C„)] -» 0. With the notation

M„ - sup |aj    and    F„ = sup [sm: sm = Rad[?„,(C„)]},
m> n m >n

the following two conditions reflect these criteria:

I. Rn > M„ + 2Yn, and

II. R„ < 1 - A « 1 - A„ for « > 1 (see the Figure).

The transformation fm(C„) involves an inversion in 7„,, so that

««-M«j)V[(i-*j(i+ *■)!.   *>»■
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This implies Y„ = [Al/(1 - R„)2] ■ R„. Assuming for the moment that Rn < 1 - A,

we find that Y„ < [A2/(2A - A2)] ■ Rn. Therefore, we define Rn in the following

way:

Rn := M„ + 2A2„RJ(2A - A2) >M„ + 2Yn,

thus insuring I. This gives Rn = Mn ■ P„, where Pn < (2 - A)/(2 — 3A) = Px.

Condition II is guaranteed by requiring

Ma<(l-A)/Px<(l-A)/P„,       n>l.

It follows that Rn (J,) to 0, since Mn (I) to 0 and Pn > 0 decreases monotonically.

If C is a circle of radius Y contained in C,„ then the radius Y* of the transformed

circle tn(Cn) satisfies

Y* <
1 - R.

• y<

(i - RJ
Y.

Therefore,

Rad[r„(C„)]
1 - 7?, P-n>

Rad[i„_1or„(Cj]<7?n   fl    (t^t-)2,

Rad[T„(Cn)]<Rnn[YZSk

where lim„,^00[^m/(l - RJ] = 0.

Now, since Tn(0), Tn(a„+X) e Tn(C„) and limT;,^,,) = T if ju„ - 0 [4], we obtain

the conclusion of the theorem.

Example.

11/102       21/202
1       +       1       +

(10« + l)/(10w)
+ 1 +

Bounds for \T„(0) - T\ are

n       Actual Error       Theorem est. Theorem 1 [3] est.       Theorem 2.1 [5] est.

1 5.3 X 10"3

3 4.1 X 10"6

5        1.2 X 10-9

5.3 X 10"2

4.2 X 10"5

1.5 X 10"8

N/A
5.4 X 10"3

7.1 x 10"6

N/A
3.5 X 10"3

2.0 X 10-4
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